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GEOGRAPHICAL NOTf:S. 

THE Hon. Secretary of the South Australian branch of the 
Geographical Society recently received the following telegraphic 
message fiom Mr. Tietkens, who is in command of an Expedition 
engaged in exploring the interior. The telegram came from 
Charlotte \Vaters, and is published by the Colonies and .lmfia. 
It says :-" The Exredition under my command arrived at 
Erldunda on July 22, the party being all well. The Expedition 
left Glen Edith on May IO. While there for four days and five 
nights almost incessant rain fell. Forty miles west of Glen 
Edith we discovered and named Cleland Hills and Gill's Creek, 
flowing south for twelve miles. The extent of good country is 
limited. \Ve also discovered and named Beetson Hills, where 
there were th, ee miles of running water, the extent of available 
country also being limited. In east longitude 128° 45' and south 
latitude 23° 20', we discovered and named the Kintore Range, the 
highest peaks of which are Mount Leister and Mount Strickland, 
1500 feet above the plains. Here we experienced three day,' 
heavy rains. In south latitude 23° 22' and east longitude 12~ 0 15', 
we discovered and named Lake Macdonald, after the hon. 
secretaiy of the Victorian branch of the Society. It extends 
westerly to east longitude 127° 50', the south shore being in 
latitude 23' 40'. South of the Kintore Range we visited and 
named Davenport Hill, and thence we travelled in a south
easterly direction to Blood's Ran,ze, the highe,t peaks of which 
were named Mount Harris and Mount Carruthers. being 1400 
feet above the plains. Mount l!napproachable, in Long's Range, 
marks the west extremity to Lake Amadeus, its south shore, 
south of Mount Olga, being in latitude 24° 39'. At Lake Amadeus 
the camels partook of a poisonous plant, from the effects of which 
one died. At Mount Olga the other was unable to travel. After 
a week's rest the Expedition left there and vifited Ayer's Rocle 
Mr. Goss's marted tree has been burnt down by the blacks. 
Near Mount Connor we discovered a small spring, and travt!ling 
northward from there discovered and named Basedow Range; 
from there travelled easterly over better country until we arrived 
here, receiving a most cordial and hospitable reception from 
Messrs. \Varburton and Tomlin. To Mr. \Varburton's kindness 
we are indebted for conveying this message to the telegraph 
line. The general character of the country passed over has been 
Spinifex, sand-hills, and plains, with extensive forests of Casua
rina. Rock reservoirs, native wells, and a few clay-pans were 
the only descriptions of water met with." 

0JsE of the most important of recent exploring Expeditions has 
been that under Si, William Macgregor, the Administrator of 
British New Guinea, who has recently ascended and examined 
the Owen Stanley Range, over 13,000 feet above the sea. Several 
attempts have been made to reach the summit within the past 
few years; Sir William therefore deserves much credit, all 
the more that his natural history observations are very 
full and valuable. Sir William is an accomplished naturalist, 
so that any exploring work he may undertake is sure to be 
of scientific value. He left Port Moresby in May, accompanied 
by h,s secretary, and when the Expedition was finally made 
up there were about forty natives. Only five, however, went 
up to the top with Sir William, who spent three or four da)S 
examining the ridge. The summit was reached on June I I. 
The climate Sir William describes as foggy and unpleasant up 
to 8cco feet ; but above that clear blue sky and beautiful 
climate, "one of the finest in the world." The party were ten 
clays over JO,cco feet, and never had a cloud above them. The 
sea coast "as visible on both sides, that on the north being the 
most distant. But the country is much smoother on that side, 
and the ascent of the mountain from the north apparently unob
structed and easy. From the point of Mount Victoria in the east 
to Mount Lilley in the west is a continuous, unbroken crest of 
thirty miles, which was traversed by Sir \Villiam, who spent 
three days and a half on the summit. His eyes were gladdened 
by the sight of daisies, buttercups, and forget-me-nots, and he 
brought away with him a quantity of white heath which reminded 
him of his native mountains. Big icicles amazed his native 

companions, who thought their mouths were hurnt when they 
·attempted to bite this, to them, novel product of Nature Larks 
were plentiful, similar in fligbt and song to those of the old 
country. Specimens of the flora were naturally collected by an 
enthusiastic naturalist like Sir \Villiam, and amongst them also 
probably several novelties will be found. There are no trees 
within JO00 feet of the top, which is bare rock or covered with 
grass. There are no snakes or other pests on the main range, 
hut unfortunately game is very scarce also. The temperature 
ranged from freezing-point to 70° in the sun. The southern 
aspect of the range is drained exclusively by the Vanap1 River, 
the head of which was crossed at an elevation of JO, 130 feet. 
No natives live on the mountains above 4000 feet, although 
they hunt as high as 9700 feet. All those met with at the base 
were extremely friendly. Nothing, however, would induce any 
of them to accompany the party up the mountain. They grow 
tobacco, peas, Leans, many kinds of potatoes, yams, and 
bananas, and of these they gave Sir William as much as he 
wanted. They are certainly Papuan. The party returned to 
Port Moresby on June 25. Sir William was in perfect health the 
whole time, though, as usual, the natives had their little complaints. 
Another account states that Sir William found the top of the 
crest very uneven, consisting 0f immense masses of rock separated 
by deep chasms. The long-tailed bird of paradise was shot at 
from 5coo to 9000 feet altitude. On the top of one of the 
mountains what is believed to be a new bird of paradise was 
obtained, golden yellow on the back, with a black velvet breast 
and belly. As to the botany, the variety was very small, but what 
there was was new. 

M. Y ADRlNTZEFF's Expedition returned to J,iak hta on August 
16, after having reached the sources of the Orkhon River, and 
determined the position of Kara-korum. It al;o discovered the 
ruins of two large cities ( one of them having a circumference of 
thirteen miles), as well as of tbe palaces of the Khans of 
Mongolia, and their cemeteries, where numerous statues and 
impo1 tant inscriptions were found. 

THE BRITISH ASSOCJA TJON. 
REPORTS. 

Report (Eigliteentli) of the Committee appoiu!i'd(or tlie pur/ose 
(!f inz•estigating llze .Nate of Increase oj· Underground Tem~ 
peratui-e downwards in various Localities of lJi-y Land and 
under Water. Prof. Everett, SecretOJJ'· 

Very important observati ms have been published (Neues 
J'ahrbuch fur lv.lineralogie, &c., 1889, Bd. 1) during the past 
year by Herr Dunker, whose observations in a very deep bore 
at Sperenberg were embodied in our Report for 1876. The new 
observations were taken at Schladebach, near Diirrenberg, in a 
bore of greater depth and smaller diameter tb,rn at Sperenberg, 
and with similar precautions against convection currents. The 
depth was 1748 metres, the bore passing through new red sand
stone (Buntsandstein), magnesian limestone (Zechstein), Lower 
Permian sandstone (Rothliegendes), and coal measures (Stein
kohlengebirge), to the Upper Devonian beds (Oberdevon). 

It was tubed to the depth of 1240 metres. For the first 584 
metres the diameter was 120 millimetres; for the next 104 m. it 
was 92 mm. ; then for 393 m. it was 72 mm. ; and for the next 
159111. it was 50mm. From this point to the bottom the 
diameter gradually diminished to that of a man's little finger. 
The diamond borer was the instrument employed in sinking it. 

India-rubber bags, such as were used al Sperenberg for pre
venting convection currents, being deemed unsuitable for such a 
narrow bore, a plugging of moist clay was employed, constructed 
as follows :-

On a cylindrical rod, which might be of tough wood for bores 
of moderate depth, but was of iron in the actual observations, 
are two wooden disks of such size that there is only just room for 
them to move in the bore. The lower disk is fixed, and the 
upper movable on the rod. The part of the ro,1 below the fixed 
cli,k bas a length equal to that of the water-column which it is 
desired to isolate. The maximum thermometer with which the 
temperatures are taken has its bulb half-way down this portion of 
the rod. It is fastened beside the rod if there is room for it; 
and when the bore is too narrow for this arrangement, the ther· 
mometer is placed in a metal box which may be described as 
forming part of the rod, the rod being divided into two portions 
screwed to the two ends of the box. The movable disk is re-
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moved to a measured distance from the fixed one, and the space 
between them is then filled with clay which has been made 
plastic by kneading it with water, so that it forms a cylinder with 
the two di,ks. 

When the pole presses on the bottom of the bore, part of the 
weight of the boring rods is supported on the upper disk, thus 
squeezing the clay against the sides of the bore and forming a 
water-tight plug. 

The above description applies especially to the taking of ob
servations at the hottom of the bore. When it was desired to 
isolate a column of water at a considerable distance from the 
bottom, the apparatus employed consisted of two portions. The 
above description applies to the upper portion, and the lower 
portion wa~ simila r to it but inverted, resting upon rods which 
extended to the bott,,m. The two masses of clay in this case 
cut off a water-column between them. 

Experiments with a model, in which the bore was represented 
by a cylindrical glass vessel 26 cm. high and 55 mm. wide, filled 
with water, showed that the isolation was very good, and that it 
r emained so though the immersion lasted more than ten hours. 
ln tearing away the clay from the vessel a portion of the clay 
fell into the water, but such an accident occurring in the bore 
would be of no consequence. 

The construction of the isolating apparatus was intrusted to 
Bore-Inspector Ki:ibrich, under whose management the observa
tions were to be carried out. 

Besides the thermometer in the isolated water-column, there 
was a second maximum thermometer in the open water just 
above the upper plug, for comparison, the height of its bulb 
above that of the pr incipal thermomete r being 2 ·8 m. 

The thermometers were very similar to th:>se employed at 
Sperenberg. They were overAow-1hermometers, generally with
out scales, and were inclosed (for protection against pressure) in 
a hermetically sealed case of stout glass with an external diameter 
of 15 mm. To take the reading, the thermometer, after being 
drawn up, was put with a normal thermometer into a vessel of 
water at a temperature a little below that which was expected. 
Vvarm water was then gradually added, and the whole kept 
stirred till the mercury in the overflow-thermometer reached the 
open end. The temperature at this moment was then read by 
the other thermometer. 

The first observations taken were in the untubed portion of 
the bore, which at that time extended from the depth of 1240 m. 
to 1376 m. ; and as ihe bore was deepened to I 748 m. the ob
servat iocs were continued. In this way the last sixteen observa
tions of Table I. were obtained, forming a series at intervals of 
30 m. from 1266 m. to I 7 I 6 m. of depth. 

A pause which subsequently occurred in the sinking of the 
bore, through having to wait for a new tube, was utilized for 
taking the observations which form the remainder of the table. 
We have thus a complete series of observations, at equal intervals 
of 30 m., from the depth of 6 m. to that of 1716 m. : 8°·3 R. at 
6 m., and 45 °·3 R. at 1716 m. 

The table is arranged in five columns. The first column con
tains the natural numbers from one to fifty-eight, for convenience 
of reference to the observations at the fifty-eight different depths; 
the second column contains the depths in metres ; and the third 
column, the temperatures observed at these depths in isolated 
water-columns. The fourth column contains the exces; of the 
temperature so observed above the temperature observed by 
means of the secondary thermometer in the free water just 
above the plug. The fifth column contains the differences 
between the successive numbers in the third column-in other 
words, the increase of-temperature for each 30 m. of depth. 

The smallness of the effect of isolation, as shown in the fourth 
,column of the table, is very noteworthy, it s greatest value being 
1° R., and its average value about ¼ of 1° R. At Sperenberg it 
amounted in several cases to about 3° R. The smallness of the 
effect in the present case is attributable to the narrowness of the 
bore, which tells in two ways: there is more frictional resistance 
-to the movement of the water; and the thermal capacity of a 
.given length of column is less in comparison with its surface of 
-con tact with the sides of the bore. 

As a further experiment on the prevention of convection, a 
wooden plug was driven into the bore at the depth of 438 m., 
thick mud was introduced till it filled all the bore above this 
plug, and observations were taken with a maximum thermometer 
in the mud at depths from 426 m. to 126 m. A second plug was 
then driven in at the top of the tubing, which was 120 m. beneath 
the surface of the ground, and the observations were continued 

upwards from 118 m. to 6 m. The observations thus taken in 
the mud are given. They are rather higher than those previously 
obtaine<l a t the same depths, the greatest difference occurring at 
the depth of 276 m., where it amounts to 0°·9 R. Herr Dunker 
suggests that the difference may have arisen from insufficient 
time being allowed for the mud to take the permanent 
temperature. 

Upon the whole it is clear that in this great bore the disturb
ing effect of convection is very small, and that, such as it is, 
it has been almost annihilated by the very efficient system of 
plugging adopted. The series of observations now before us, 
extending as it does by regular stages from the surface to a 
depth of 5630 feet, in a new bore where there has not been time 
for the original heat to be lost by exposure, forms undoubtedly the 
most valuable contribution ever made to the observation of under
ground temperature. The official to whose initiative the obser
vat ions are due is Chief-Mining-Captain Huysse11, of Berlin. 
The expense of sinking the bore was £w,ooo steding , the time 
required for hauling up the boring rods was ten hours, and their 
united weight was 20 tons. 

On plotting the temperatures so as to exhibit temperature as 
a function of depth, the curve obtained approximates very closely 
to a straight line. A straight line joining its t ,, o ends meets the 
curve several times in the part correspon<ling to the tubed por
tion of the bore, which is about three-fourths of the whole; while 
in the remaining fourth (forming the deepest portion of the bore) 
all the temperatures except the first and last lie al>ove the straight 
line. In this statement it is to be understood that depth is 
represented by distance laid off horizontally, and temperature by 
distance laid off vertically upwards. 

The question whether the curve on the whole bends upwards 
or downwards is of some interest, because it is equivalent to the 
question whether the rate of increase is accelerated or retarded 
as we go deeper. The evidence on this point is undecisive. The 
curve for the untubed portion, from 1266 m. to 1716 m., lies 
slightly above its chord; but the curve from either 6 m. or 36 m. 
to 1500 m. lies for the most part below its chord. 

Taking the observation at 36 m. as the first which is free from 
atmospheric disturbance, and comparing it with the deepest ob
servation of all, which is at 1716 m., we have an increase of 
36°·5 R. in 1680 m. This is a difference of 82°·1 F. in 5512 
feet, which is at the rate of I° F. in 67" I feet. 

H err Dunker, after an elaborate discussion of the question 
whether the cur·:e on the whole bends u pwards or downwards, 
arrives at the conclusion that it is best represented hy a straight 
line. He applies the method of least squares to find the slope 
of this straight line, on the assumption that it passes accurately 
through the point determined by the observation at 36 m., and 
he thus obtains a mean rate of increase of 0·0224276 of a degree 
Reaumur per metre, which is equivalent to 1° F. for 65·0 
feet. 

The Secretary has been in correspond ence with Mr. George 
\Vestinghouse, Jun., of Pittsburg, Pre,ident of the Philadelphia 
Company, with the view of obtaining ob,ervations of tempera
ture from some of the deep oil and gas well s belonging to the 
Company. Mr. \Vestinghouse has purchased three of the Com
mittee's maximum thermometers, and has intrnsted the taking of 
the observations to Mr. A. Cummins, the Company's Mining En
gineer and Geologist. Some attempts have been made at 
observation, but owing to press of business they have not been 
thoroughly carried out. Mr. Cummins states that "there has 
been a constant strain to bring up the supply of gas to the 
requirement o[ the city's needs, and every hour of delay is 
watched very jealously. " 

The most successful attempt was made in a well at Homewood, 
in the city of Pittsburg, known as the Dilworth well, where the 
following results "ere obtained:-

Depth in feet. Temperature F. Air at surface. 

3600 96 70 
3710 89 76 
3920 !02 60 
4002 I08 62 
4215 I II 62 
4295 114 62, 

The well was sunk to a depth of 4625 feet, but no observations 
were made except at the depths specified. The thermometer 
remained only from five to ten minutes during e·1ch te-t; and as 
there were only 40 feet of water in the well, the observations 
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·must have been taken in air. The diameter of the well was 6 
inches. The rock was chiefly slate, and was bored by 
"jumping." The mean air temperature a t Pittsburg is 52° F., 
and the height above sea-level about 900 feet. Comparison of 
the mean surface-temperature (taken as 5 2°) with the tempera· 
ture II4° recorded at 4295 feet shows an increase of 62°,
which is at the rate of 1° F. for 69·3 feet; but comparisons of 
the observations inter se would give a rate about twice as rapid 
·as this; hence no safe conclusion can be drawn. After the 
hurry and worry of the gas business is over, Mr. Cummins hopes 
to get the temperature of some deep wells in a way that will be 
satisfactory. 

We may mention, as a contribution to the literature of under· 
ground temperature, the recent publication of results obtained 
at the Old Observatory, Allahabad, with thermometers whose 
bulbs were at the depths 3 feet, I foot, and ½ inch respectively. 
Harmonic reduction has been applied to deduce both the annual 
and the diurnal variation, and from ·the fo rmer a fairly consistent 
determination of "diffusivity," or quotient of conductivity by 
capacity, has been obtained. Its value, o ·0054 C. G. S., is smaller 
than any values that have been found elsewhere. The soil is a 
sandy loam, which in dry weather becomes almost as hard as brick. 
The observations extend over six years, and similar observations 
are now being carried on at the New Observatory. The gentleman 
who is responsible for the reductions and the description of the 
observations is Mr. S. A. Hill, B.Sc., Meteorological Reporter to 
the Government for the North-West Provinces. 

Report of the Committee appointed for the purpose of investi
gating the Best Metho,fs of ascertaining a1td measuring Variations 
in the Value of the Moueta,y Standard. Prof. Edgeworth, 
Secreta,y. 

This consists of a Supplementary Memorandum by the Secretary, 
designed as a supplement to the Memorandum appended to the 
First Report of the Committee. The object of that Memorandum 
was to distingnish the different definitions which the proposed 
problem might present ; and to construct the formula appropriate 
to each phase of the investigation. The analysis of contents is 
as follows :-(r) Prof. Newcomb's method; (2) Prof. Foxwell's 
method ; (3) Mr. Giffen's methods ; (4) Mr. Bourne's method ; 
(5) Sir Rawson Rawson's method; (6) Prof. Edgeworth's 
method ; (7) Ricardo's method. · 

The conclusion of the Memorandum rnns as follows :-
It may be useful to enumerate and summarily characterize the 

principal definitions of the problem, or "standards," 1 which 
have been discussed in this and the preceding Memorandum. An 
alphabetical order will be adopted, the order of merit beino- not 
only invidious, but also impossible in so far as different methods 
are the best for different purposes. 

I. The capital standard takes for the measure of appreciation 
or depreciation the change in the monetary value of a certain set 
of articles. This set of articles consists of all purchasable 
things in existence in the community, either at the earlier epoch 
or at the later epoch, or some mean between those sets. This 
standard. is due to Prof. Nicholson. It is stated by him (in 
terms a little less general than those here adopted) in his book 
on "Money." It is discussed in the sixth and the tenth sections 
of the former Memorandum. 

2. The consumption standard takes for the measure of ap
preciation or depreciation the change in the monetary value on 
a certain set of articles. This set of articles consists of all the 
com_modities consumed yearly by the community either at the 
earlier or the later epoch, or some mean between those two sets. 
!his st~ndard has been recommended by many eminent writers, 
m part1cula~ by Prof. Marshall in the Contemporary Review of 
1887. It 1s proposed by the Committee as the principal 
standard. It is discussed in the second section of the former 
Memorandum. 

3. The_ cz!rrency standard_ takes as the measure of appreciation 
or depr_ec1ahon th_e change m the monetary value which changes 
hands 1~ _a certam set of sales. These sales comprise all the 
commod1t1es bought and sold yearly at the earlier epoch or at 
the later epoch, or some mean between those quantities, This 
standard appears to be implicit in much that has been written 
on the subject, _but ~o have ~een most clearly stated by Prof. 
Foxwell. It 1s discussed m the second section of this 
Memorandum. 

1 
The meth~ds discussed in connection with the names of Mr, Gilfen, Mr. 

Bourne, and Sir Rawson Rawson are rather solutions than statements of the 
,problem. 

4. The in,wne ,tandard takes as the measure of the apprecia
tion or depreciation the change in the monetary value of the 
average consuinption, or in the income per head, of the com· 
munity. This standard is proposed in the fourth and fifth 
sections of the former Memorandum. 

5. The indefinite standard takes as the measure of appreciation 
or depreciation a simple unweighted average of the ratios formed 
by dividing the price of each commodity at the later period by 
the price of tbe same commodity at the earlier period. The 
average employed may be the arithmetic mean used by Soetbeer 
and many others, or the geometric mean used by J evons, or the 
median recommended by Prof. Edgeworth. This standard is 
recommended by the practice of J evons 1 and the theory of 
Cournot. 2 It is discussed in the eighth and ninth sections of 
the former Memorandum, and the fif,h section of the present 
one. 

6. The p,·oduction standard is a designat ion which may be 
applied to a method which is related to the currency standard 
very nearly as the income standard is related to that based on 
consumption. The production standard takes as the measure of 
appreciation or depreciation the change in the monetary value 
per head of the total amount of things produced in the com· 
munity yearly. This standard is proposed by Prof. Simon 
Newcomb in his "Political Economy." It is discussed in the 
fir st section of this Memorandum. 

7. The wa;;es (and interest?) standard takes as the measure of 
appreciation or depreciation the change in the pecuniary re· 
muneration of a certain set of services-namely, all ( or the 
principal ) which are rendered in the course of production, 
throughout the community, during a year, either at the initial or 
the final epoch; or some expression intermediate between the 
two specified. The theoretical basis and practical construction 
of such a standard are indicated in Ricardo's "Principles of 
Political Economy" \ch. xx. and elsewhere), in Prof. Marshall's 
evidence before the Gold and Silver Commission(" Parliament· 
ary Papers," r888, C.), and in the papers contributed by Mr. 
Giffen to the sec·ond volume of the Bulletin of the International 
Statistical Institute. The standard is discussed in the last 
section of this Memorand,1m. 

Report (Second) of the Committee appointed for the purpose of 
reporting on the present state of our knowledge of the Zoology and 
Botany of the West India Is!anis, and taking steps to invest([(ate 
ascertained deficiencies in the Fauna an,l Flora. Jl,£r, D . .IJ.forris, 
Secreta1-y. 

This Committee was first appointed in 1887. and re-appointed 
in r888. At a meeting held on December 5, r888, it was decided 
tu in ·,ite the co-operation of Dr. Giinther, F.R.S., a member of 
the sub-committee appointed for a similar purpose by the Govern· 
ment Grant Committee of the Royal Society, and Colonel 

1 Most of Jevons's celebrated calculations (" Currency and Finance," ii., 
iii., and iv.), and in particular his calculation of the probable error incident 
to his result (£bid. p. r 57), involve this conception. 

2 Cournot has considered our problem in each of the fi.ve volumes in which 
he has treated of, or touched on, political economy("' Dictionary of Political 
Economy," Art." Cournot"). It is sufficient here to refer to the first and the 
last of tho£e works, the ''Recherches'' of 1838 and the : • Revue Sommaire" 
of 1876-the Aiphil and almost the Omega ot economic wisdom. From these 
it is clear that variation in the "absolute" or "intrinsic" value of money, 
in Cournot's view, corresponds_ to the "indefinite standard" as defined in 
Section viii. of the predecessor ·to this Me norandum. Cournot iflustratei 
the va riation due to a change on the part of money, by that change in the 
p osition of the earth with respect to the stars, w hich is due to the motion of 
the earth. In this analogy the stars are treated as "points u (" Recherches," 
Art. 9). No account is taken of their mass. The context shows that 
Cournot contemplates a simple average of di-stances between the en.rth and 
eac h star ; n ot a weighted average, or the d istance betwt!en the earth and 
the centn of' g ravity of the stars. In his later works he expressly declares 
against, or at leas t thinks unbefitting highest place, the measure of what he 
calls the "power of money'"(" Revue Sommaire/ ' Sect. 3), that is, in our 
terms. the consumption standard~ the analogy of which is the distance of 
the earth from the centre of gravity of the stars, or rather of certain select 
stars-say those which are nearest to our human sphere. The currency 
standard. of which the analogy is the distance of the earth from the centre 
of gravity of all s tars whatever, does not seem to have been entertained by 
Cournot. 

Cournot. alluding to Jevons's treatment of the problem in" Money," not 
unjustly takes him to task for not having distinguished : i assez nettement" 
variations in the '' intrinsic value of money" (of which the measure is our 
indefinite standard) from variations in the "power of money" {of which the 
measure is our consumption standard)('' Revue Sommaire/' p. r21). Referring 
to Jevons 's proposal to construct a tabular standard of value, Cournot ex
presses his a pprobation in words which may fittingly conclude the present 
study:-·· Ce sont I:\. des ide"es qu'il faut hisser mOrir. Quand le moment 
sera ve nu de construire effectivement l'italon 1nonltaire, Jes gCometres 
pourront y trouver une application in tCressante de leur tlz.iorie de 
moyennes, telles qu'ils l'ont deja co:lstruite pour les besoins de l'astronomie 
et de la physique." 
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Feild en, of the Army Pay Departrr ent, at that time acting as 
Local Secretary to the Corr.n,it1ee at Barbados. 

The services cf Mr. G. A. Ramai:,e were retained as collector 
at Dominica and St. Lucia, and several collections were received 
frcm him during the pst year. Owing to ill-health Mr. Ramage 
returned to this ccuntry in June last, and he has now retired 
from the post of collector to the Ccmmittee. Mr. F. Du Cane 
Godman has generously assisted the work of the Committee by 
sending out, at his own exp,nse, the weU.known naturalist and 
collector, Mr. H. H. Smith, to the Island of St. Vincent, to 
make collections in as many branches as possible of nati;ral 
history. The,e collections have not yet reached this country, 
but it is anticipated that they will prove of considerable value. 

Colonel F eilden obtained numerous botani< al and zoological 
specimens in Barbados and the neighbouring islands. He has 
pullished a paper on the n ptiles, and ar,other on birds; parers 
on the Mamir.alia aul land Mollmca will follow. He alrn obtaimd 
a living specimrn of the green monkey of 'Nestem Afri, a, which 
has cecome feral in Barbados ( C,rcrpitl1eeus ra!litrul1us ). This 
was presentul by the Ccrr.mittee to the Zcolcgical Society of 
London. 

Dr. H. A. Alford Nicholls, Local Secretary to the Com
mittee at Dcminica, has rendered valuable assistance, and 
he will be rngaged for six weeks this autumn in explo1ing 
Montserrat ai,d the irnlated rock called Redonda, which is 
a dependency of Antigua. 

The particulars of the collections received during tle past year 
are as follows :-

Zoology. -The zoological specimens obtained by the Committee 
up to June 1889, including those collected by Mr. Ramage in 
Dominica ancl St. Lucia, have been placed in the hands of 
s,ecialists for examination and determination. Mr. Oldfield 
Themas has determined the Marr malia, Dr. Sclater the birds; 
llr. G\inther bas published a paper on the reptiles, Mr. E. A. 
Smith three papers on the Mollmca, Mr. R. I. Pocock two 
on the Myriapoda and Crustacea, and Mr. Kirby one on the 
Phasmidac. 

Bofa11y.-The botanical specimrns collected by Mr. Rair.age 
in Dominica and St. Lucia, up to May 1889, have been deter
mined at Kew ; the flowering 1 lants by Mr. R. A. Rolfe, the 
ferns by Mr. J. G. Baker, and the cellular cryptogams by Dr. 
Cooke and Mr. C. H. Wright. 

From Dominica about 394 species were received, of which 
(excluding the cryptogams) about 40 could only be provisionally 
determined ; and of these a few, perhaps about half, are probably 
undescribed. The great majority belong to already well-known 
species, most of which VI ere previously known from the island. 

From St. Lucia about 189 species have been sent, of which 
(excluding the cryptogams, as before) over 30 were not deter
mined, and possibly about l:alf of these may prove to be unde
scribed. This island was less completely tnown than Dominica, 
and several additions to our knowledge of its flora have been 
made by Mr. Ramage. Durirg the working up of the collections 
a strong affinity with Dominica, and perhaps still more so with 
Martinique, has become apparent. From the latter island large 
collections are well represented at Kew, though the materials 
have never been thoroughly worked up. 

Tl::e srecimens VI hich it VI as not found possible to determine 
belong for the most part to large genera of woody plant 0 , as 
Guttiferac, Leguminosa,, Myrtaceac, Myrsineac, I.aurine.:e, and a 
few others, which n nders it the m01 c probable that a fair propor
tion of them may prove unde,cribed. 

The number of novelties is perhaps not so great as was 
originally expected, and this may arise either from the ground 
having been worked over before, or, what is perhaps more 
probable, from the fact that a considerable uniformity prevails 
in the flora of this chain of islands, with a corresponding paucity 
in endemic types. 

The Committee would draw particular attention to the 
botanical and zoological bibliography of the Lesser Antilles pre
pared under its direction, and published as an appendix to the 
Report for 1888. This bibliography has Leen widely distributed 
in the vVest Indies and in Emope, and has proved of consider·· 
able service in carrying out the objeets for which the Committee 
was appointed. 

Report (Fifth) of the Ccmmittcc appointed for the purpose of 
considering tlze best means rf Com/aring and R,ducing Magnetic 
Observations. Proj. Tf/. C,,;,f!s Aifams, Sccreta1y.-The Com
mittee report the establishment of regular magnetic observatories, 

where continuous photographic rrcords of the rragnctic clements 
are takrn, at the United States Naval Observatory at \Vashing
tcn, ar:d also at Los Angeles in California. The instrumrnt-s 
us,d are of the Kew rattein, "Vlith the same time-scale, and the 
scale-coeffcicnts for horizontal and vertical force instruments at 
Washington are very nearly those recommended by the Ccm
mittee in their Third Report (1f87), and which are in very mar 
agreen:ent with those at Vienna, St. l'etersbmg, and some otl.er 
observatories. The Committee report, further, that the plan 
pre posed by them in their 'J hird Report for the Comparison and 
R«luction of Magnetic Observations, has heen adopted at the 
Unit,d States Naval Observatory at v\'ashington, which is now 
prepared to take part in the gencial scl,eme of co-operation, 
proposed by the Committee. Copies of the photographic re
gisters of the three elements for April 21-30, May 1-31, and for 
June 1-30 have teen forwarded to the Committee from Washing
ton, with tables of scale and temperature coefficients. There 
are also forwarded two prints showing the reduction of the 
declination for the year 1888, by means of a graphic ccmposite 
curve, made by tracing over one another with a pantograph the 
daily cmves of the month, and then drawing a curve through 
them to show the monthly means. There are also forwarded 
frcm Washington a set of prints showing the comparirnn of the 
disturbances of declination and horizontal force at Washington 
for ninety-nine days of 1888, and another set of prints showing 
the comparison of disturbances of declination on certain selected 
days at \Vashington, Les Angelos, and Toronto, all reduced to 
the same time-scale of 30·6 mm. for two hours, i.e. the time
scale of instruments of the Kew pattern. The Committee are 
more than ever of the opinion expressed in their Third Report, 
"that the estahlistment of regular magnetic obsenatories at the 
Cape of Gocd Hope and in Scuth America would materially 
contribute to our knowledge of terrestrial magnetism." The 
Corr.mittee consider that it would be desirable to publish 
annually in a collected form for certain selected days the curves 
of the three magnetic d,ments, i.e. declination, hmizontal 
force, and vertical force, takrn at the different Engl sh and 
Colonial Magnetic Obsenatories, cl:oosi11g for selection in 1888 
t}e days for which the curves are puLfohccl in the "Greenwich 
Olsenations." 

Report (Fourth) of the Committee appointed for the purpose 
of promoting Tidal Obse-natiom in Cana1:'a. Pro/ A. J'ohns"·, 
Secrctaiy.-1he Committee refer to a previous Report, in which 
it was anncunc,d that the then Minister of Marine (the Hon. G. 
Foster) had directed that some preliminary investigations should 
be made by Lieut. Gorden, R.N., who was to put himself in 
corr,munication "Vlith Prof. Darwin. The Minister, however, 
said that the existing expenditure on bydrographic surveys made 
it necessary to postpone for the time the consideration of further 
steps concerning tidal observations. The Committee was re
appointed last year to l,eep the subject before the notice of the 
Government, in the hope that this systematic tidal ,, ark would 
be begun this year. In May last an interview was obtained VI ith 
the Hon. C. Tt1]:per, the present Minister of Marine, at which 
Sir Wm. Dawson was present. The Minister expressed himself 
as entirely favourable to the institution of the propos, cl tidal 
observations, but mid that the financial position as regards 
the expenditure on hydrograpbic surveys was the same as last 
year, and that therefore no further steps could be taken as yet in
the matter. It is believed that since the interview some of the 
expenditure in hydrographic surveJs has ceased, and as there is 
reason to believe that other Cabinet Ministers are in favour of 
the proposed measure, the Committee deem the prospects of 
carrying it into execution very satis'actory. There is no doubt 
about the anxiety of shipmasters to have the tidal investigations 
set on foot imm< diately, and the Royal Society of Canada deem 
the matter of such great practical importance, that at their last 
meeting they appointed a special Committee to give energetic 
support to the action of this Committee. 

.Rrp01 t ':1 the Ccmmittee a/jointed fer //,-e /111/ose of co11tintt· 
i11g the lnq,,i,ies rdati11g to 1/;e 7 ead11ng rj Som cc in Elementary 
,!,c/1cols. l1rf A11usflu:g, Sccrctc.,y.-This year has lern 
ore of ccntinrcd cqll(ssicn in Hgard to the teaching of 
scicr.ce in (!< mentary scl1ccls, arc! of disappointment in regard 
to legislative ccticn. 1 l.e rctt:rn of the Education Depart
n Erl fer ttis year sl.c,\ s r~ain a c:imim,tion in t},e teaching 
of tle icicr.ce srlj,cts. Tle statistics cf 1he class subjects 
for six yrnrs are 5inn, ar.d ,l:cw rn actt:al decrease in ele-
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rnentary science, and a comparative decrease in geography. 
The return of scholars individually examined in the scientific 
specific subjects shows an actual or relative falling off in every 
,subject except mechanics and chemistry. The rapid and serious 
decrease of attention paid to these science subjects is shown by 
tthe percentage of children who have taken them, as compared 
with the number of scholars that might have taken these subjects, 
viz :-In 1882-83, 29·0 per cent.; in 1883-84, 26·0 per cent.; 
in 1884-85, 2z-6 per cent.; in 1885-86, 19·9 per cent.; in 1886-
87, 18·1 per cent.; in 1887-83, 16·9 per cent.; and it must be 
remembered that children who have taken two of these subjects 
count twice over. The Government laid upon the table of the 
House a new Code, which would have had a slightly beneficial 
effect upon the teaching of science ; but it has been entirely 
withdrawn. The Government has introduced no Technical 
Instruction Bill this year-except just at the last moment-and 
that does not apply to "scholars receiving instruction in an 
elementary school in the obligatory or standard subjects prescribed 
by the minutes of the Education Department." It was hurried 
through the Committee and final stages during the last week of the 
session. Sir Henry E. Roscoe, however, reintroduced his Bill 
with some modifications, ana 1.r passed the second reading at a 
comparatively early period of the session; but the Government 
would only give facilities for its progress through the House on 
the understanding that very serious changes were to be made 
in it. As he could not accept these, it has not passed the 
Committee stage; and it was ultimately withdrawn. Mr. 
Samuel Smith has again brought in a Continuation Schools 
Bill ; but there has been no opportunity of discussing it since 
the first reading, and it was therefore withdrawn. The subject 
has, however, grown in the estimation of the public ; and the 
whole question of the teaching of science in State-aided schools 
requires to be pressed more and more upon the Legislature. 

Report of the Committee on Electrical Standards. R. T. 
Glazebrook, F.R.S., Secretary. (Slightly abridged.) 

The Committee report that the work of testing resistance coils 
J:ias been continued at the Cavendish Laboratory. A table of 
the values found for the various coils is ginn. Further steps 
have been taken towards the construction of an air condenser. 
As stated in the last Report, Dr. Alexander Muirhead kindly 
placed at the disposal of the Committee, for the purpose of ex
,periment, three such condensers which he had constructed. A 
series of tests of these condensers was carried out by the Secre
>tary and laid before a meeting of the Committee in London on 
April 15. It was then decided to adopt Dr. Muirhead's form of 
condenser for the new instruments of the Committee, and two 
instruments, each having a capacity of 0·01 microfarad, have 
been ordered from the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Com
pany. They are not yet finished; a detailed description of their 
<lesi6n is therefore lefc to the next Report. 

A second subject of investigation has been the specific resist
ance of copper. During the year Mr. T. C. Fitzpatrick has 
made a large series of experients to determine this, and the Com· 
mittee desire to thank cordially those m1nufacturers ani others 
who have given their assistance in this research. Before pub
lishing his results, Mr. Fitzpatrick is desirous of experimenting 
on some copper which is being prep1red for him by chemical 
means-all which has been used hitherto has been electrically 
dep )sited-and of attempting still further to purify so:ne of the 
copper alrear!y in his possession. Two members of the Com
mittee, Sir W. Tho:nson and Mr. Preece, were present at the 
recent Electrical Congress in Paris. As an English equivalent 
of the resolutions there passed, the Committee have adopted the 
following resolutions, which they hope will meet with general 
acceptance :-

( 1) The name of the practical unit of work shall be the joule. 
The joule is equivalent to 107 C.G.S. units of work. It is the 

energy expended during I second by a current of I ampere 
when traversing a resistance of I ohm. 

(z) The 01me of the practical unit of power shall be the watt., 
The watt is the rate of working of a machine performing 

I Joule per second. The power of a machine could naturally be 
expressed in kilowatts instead of in horse-power. 

(3) Tne name of the practical unit of light iatensity shall be 
the candle. 

The candle is equal to the twentieth part of the absolute 
standard of light as defined by the Internatio:1al Conference of 
1884. 

(4) The name of the practical unit of inductio:i shall be the 
"quadrant." 1 quadrant is equal to 109 cm. 

(5) The "period" of an alternating current is the duration of 
a complete oscillation. 

(6) The" frequency" of an alternating cttrrent is the number 
of complete oscillations per second. 

(7) The "mean current" through a circuit is the time average 
of the current, and is defined by 

mean current = :_r_ f T idt, 
T. o 

i being the cnrrent at each instant of the time T. 
(8) The effective current is the square root of the time average 

of the square of the current. Thus 

effective current = J { 4,- 1:· i'dt- \ · 

(9) The effective electromotive force is the squcire root of the 
time average of the square of the electromotive force. Thus 

effective electromotive force = ,Jf-f]; e0dt [ • 

e being the actnal electromotive force at each instant of the time T. 
(ro) The impedance is the factor by which the effective cur

rent m11st be multiplied to give the effective electromotive force. 
Thus, in the case of a circuit of resistance R ohms, and self
indnction L quadrants in which a simple harmonic electromotive 

force of frequency 2; is acting, impedance= ,_,itz'~--L'n'. 
(11) In an accumulator the positive pole is that which is con

nected with the positive pale of the machine when charging, and 
from which the current passes into the external circuit when 
discharging. 

The Committee are ofopinion that they sho:iH be reappJintecl 
with the addition of the name of Prof. J. Viriamn Jones. 

Report on !lie Present State of our Knowledge in Electrolysis and 
Electro-chemistry. By /Jfr. IV. 1V. S!ia,u. 

The folbwing is an abstract:--
I. General electrolytic phenomena. 
For a typical specimen we cannot snppase an electrolytic 

liquid otherwise than a mixture of solutions of chemical compound', 
though the amount of all but one constituent of the mixture 
may be sa small as to be regarded merely as impurities which it 
would not even be possible to detect by ordinary chemical 
means ; thus von Helmholtz said in his Faraday lecture· he has 
detected the polarization corresponding to the decomp)sition of 
a quantity of water of the order I x 10-ll gramme, and Gore 
(Proc. RCJy. Soc., June 14, 1888) has shown the effect of chlorine 
upon the E.M.F. of a zinc platinum voltaic couple in distilled 
water is such that the presence of one part of chlorine in 
ro::,o million parts of water could be detected thereby. Pt1re 
water, since Kohlrausch's experiments, is now loaked upon as 
probably not conducting at all. Ratio of cond11ctivity to that of 
mercury = 0·71 x ro-10 at 21°·5 C., and its seasitiveness to 
small qumtities of impurity approximated to that of the sense 
of smell, since, when exposed in a roJm containing toba~co 
smoke, its conductivity doubled in three hours. 

II. Lciws and principles generally accepted. 
(a) The electro-magnetic action of the current passing throu::h 

an electrolyte is the same as if the electrolyte were replaced by 
a metallic C)nductor of the same size and shape anrl of such 
resistance that it could be substituted for the electrolyte without 
altering the current in the rest of the circuit. 

(b) There are electrolyte; in which theconiuction of electricity 
from the electrode to the electrolyte, and again from the eie~tru
lyte to the electrode is entirely "convective" in the sense that 
no electricity can pas; into an electrolyte or out of it again 
without causing a deposit of a c"rtain Il'.lm ½er of constituent 
iom at the anode and the opposite ions at the kath,de, i.e. in 
certain electrolytes no conduction takes place without chemical 
decomposition. This holds for a large nLtmber of electrolytes, 
possibly for all. It is nc,t yet substantiated that it is true for all 
electrolytes, but the evidence is C)ntinually accumulating in that 
direction. 

(c) The cond,1ction of electric currents through electrolytes 
follows Ohm's law. Reference is mide to C1rystal's experi
ments on m~tallic cond,tctioa, an:l Fitzgerald aad Trouton's on 
eiectrolytic conduction. 

One point is the experinental evidence for the cleiuction from 
Maxwell's theory of light, that elect.rolytes bein:; transparent 
should bea.avc as dielectrics for rapidly alternatin6 electrom,tive 
forces. There are two ways of appro~ca.iag the q 1e,tion-
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(1) To find the length of light wave for which electrolytes are 
opaque. 

(2) To find the rapidity of electrical vibration for which the 
electrolytes cease to conduct. 

With reference to (2), Prof. J. J. Thomson says electrolytes still 
conduct when the rapidity of alternation is 300 millions per 
second. 

(d) The only immediate effect of the passage of the current 
upon the body of a homogeneous electrolyt e is to alter the tem
perature, and the alteration of temperature takes place in 
accordance with Joule's law. 

:Full references to the literature of the subject are given in the 
Report. 

Report of the Committee appointed lo make a digest of the 
Observations {In llfigration "f Birds at Ligl1t/1ouses and Lig!it
vessels whic!t liave been ca,-ried on diwing tlie past nine yeai-s l'Y 
t /; e /lfigrations Committfe of the flritisli Association. llfr. :John 
Cordeaux, Secretary.-The Committee have to report that one 
of their number, Mr. W. Eagle Clarke, of the Museum of 
Science and Art at Edinburgh, has, with the appro bation of the 
Committee, undertaken to prepare the digest of the observa
tions; and all the materials for making the same, including 1500 
skeleton maps of the British Islands, provided for the purpose, 
have accord ingly been placed in his hands. The labour of 
reducing the observations, to show in a concise form and on 
strictly scientific lines the results of the investigation which was 
carried on from 1879 to 1887 inclusive, will be easily understood 
to be enormous; and when it is borne in mind that this heavy 
work can only be carried on after official hours, your Committee 
feel that no apology is necessary for the non-completion of the 
digest this year. 

Report of the Committee appointed to anange an lnvtstigation 
of !lie Seasonal Variations of Tempernture in Lakes, Rivers, 
and Esmarie., in various parts of lite United Kingdom in 
co-operatiou witli tlie Local Societies re/resented on the Association. 
Dr. H . R . .!>fills, Serreta,y.-It is inadvisable to attempt at 
present to summarize the results of observations made, as 
although more than a year's observations are available on some 
rivers, it is only a few months since the work has been begun 
on others. At the end of another year it is expected that 
sufficient data will be found to justify a comprehensive repo rt on 
the subject. Several members of the Committee have taken 
much trouble in collecting observations. Dr. Sorby has b een 
good enough to collect and discuss a great mass of temperature 
observations which he had made from his yacht Glimpse, in the 
estuaries of the south-east of E ngland during the summer 
months of five successive years. This will be published separ
ately. Prof. Fitzgerald took charge of the observations in 
Ireland, where he induced a number of observers to take up the 
work. Mr. Willis BLmd had already inaugurated similar 
researches on the Severn. Rev. C. J. Steward and Mr. Isaac 
Roberts rendered. important services in their districts. A 
circular was sent to all the Corresponding Societies in connec· 
tion with the Association, requesting their co-operation, and 
favourable replies were received from several, intimating that 
observations had been commenced. The instructions issued to 
ol:,servers are given as an appendix to the present Report. 

Report qf tlte Committee on Solar Radiation.-The actino
meter devised by the late Prof. Balfour Stewart, for the continu
ous measurement of solar radiation which was descrihe<l in the 
Repurt of the Association for 1887, is now ready for preliminary 
trials, the internal thermometer with a flat bulb of green glass 
having been made since the date of that Report. The construc
tion of this thermometer occasioned a good deo.l more trouble 
than had been anticipated. No attempt has at present been 
ma<le to render the instrument sel f-recording, as it would 
cbviously be unwise to incur the outlay which any construction 
for this purpose would involve, until the result of preliminary 
trials WJ S such as to encourage a hope that the instrument might 
really be useful if rendered self-recording. 

Repo1·t of t!te Committee appointed /01· the purpose of !akin.; 
steps f or t!t.e Invesl(Ration of the Natural History of t!te .Friendly 
I s/antis, or other Groups in the Paczjic visited by H. AI. S. '' Egeria." 
JI.fr. S. F. Harmer, Secretary.-·1 he Committee have not yet re· 
ceived information which puts them in a position to give any 
detailed report of the work which is being done in connection 
with the above subject. The grant has been paid to Mr. J. J. 

Lister, who reached Tonga on March 19. After devoting two 
mon ths to the investigation of the natural history of that group, 
Mr. Lister joined H.M.S . . Egeria, on her arrival at Tonga, with 
the intention of visiting Samoa, where, by the latest accounts, 
he was carrying on his researches. 

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. 

THE thirty-eighth annual meeting of this body was held in the 
fourth week of August at Toronto, Canada. This is the 

third time in the history of its existence that the meeting-place 
selected has been on British territory-the first and second being 
a~ Montreal in the years 1857 and 1882. 

The arrangements for the entertainment of the visitors were 
all of that free, open-handed, generous character peculiar to 
New-World hospitality. A large and representative Local 
Committee was appointed, and through their instrumentality 
many facilities for comfort and pleasure were obtained ; such, 
for example, as reduced railway fares, the withdrawal of all 
Customs duties 0:1 instruments, specimens, &c., for use at the 
meetings, a daily luncheon given gratis at the place of meeting, 
excursions at reduced rates to Niagara, to the Muskoka Lakes, 
to the Huronian district, and even across the continent to the 
Pacif.ic coast. There were also the usual number, or perhaps 
even more than the usual number, of garden parties, evening 
entertainments, and small excursions to outlying localities of 
geological, entomological, or botanical interest. Two public 
lectures were a lso given, the subject of the first being the evolu
tion of music, of the second, the geological history of Niagara. 

Among those present who took an activP. part in the proceed
ings were Prof. James D. Dana; Sir Daniel Wilson, the Presi
dent of University College, in the Convocation Hall and Lecture 
Rooms of which the majority of the Sections met; Sir William 
Dawson, of Montreal; Dr. Charles C. Abbott ; Prof. N. H. 
Winchell, of Minneapolis ; Major J. W. Powell, of Washing
ton, the retiring President ; T. C. Mendenhall , of Washington, 
the President for this year ; Messrs. Carpmael, Ramsay, 
\Vright, and London, of University College; Profs. Hall ancI 
Newberry, who, with Prof. Dana, were the first three Presi
dents of the Association; Mr. Macoun; Dr. T. Sterry Hunt;: 
Prof. Alexander \Vinchell, author of " ·world Life" ; Prof. 
Heilprin, author of "The Geographical and Geological Distri
bution of Animals, " &c. ; Messrs. Minot, Morse, Newton, and 
many others of note. Nor must he omitted the names of Mr. 
:F. W. Putnam, the permanent Secretary; and the following 
Vice-Presidents of the Association: R. S. \Voodward, H. S. 
Carhart, W. L. Dndley, J. E. Denton, C. A. White, G. L. 
Goodale, Colonel G. Mallery, and C. S. IIill. 

Many sincerely regretted the absence of !he learned and genial 
Professor E . J. Chapman, of Univer.ity College. 

Not much time was wasted at the first meeting in the inevit
able speeches and addresses of welcome, and within a couple of 
hours of the time when the general session was called to order 
by the venera:ile Professor Dana, on Wednesday morning, 
August 28, the various Sections met to organize, preparatory for 
the delivering in the afternoJn of the Vice-Presidential addresses 
-the Vice-Presidents of the Association being chosen from, and 
a_cting as Presidents of, the several Sections. 

The majority of these addresses were of a general or historical 
character. Mr. Carhart, in the Section of Physics, reviewed the 
theories of electrical action ; Mr. Goodale, in the Biological 
Section, spoke of protoplasm ; in the Department of Anthro
pology, Colonel Mallery dealt with the somewhat curious and 
little heard of, though not novel, theory of the Hebrew origin 
of the Indians of North America, discussirg the arguments in 
behalf of that theory, especially the very pi o'.)lematical ground 
that the plane of civilization and thought of the Indians of 
to-day was parallel to that of the Israelites of the Old Testament. 

Section o/Antl,ropology, 

A very large number of the papers read in the Section of 
Anthropology quite naturally referred to the Indians of the
American continent. The following is a list of the more
important of these:-

The Huron-Iroquois, by Sir Daniel Wilson. 
Evidences of the Successors of Palaeolithic Man in the Dela

ware River Valley, by Dr. Charles C. Abbott. 
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